FINLIT PROGRAM
Financial literacy (FIN+LIT) is one of the key competences for the 21st century. It is a combination
of financial knowledge, skills and behaviour that help us make sound financial decisions so that
we can achieve financial well-being. No matter how well we manage our personal finances,
whether we ever used credit or insurance services, how far our knowledge of financial systems
and the euro-zone extends, how much experience we have in online shopping or online banking,
we all need more knowledge and more skills to protect ourselves and our families in the rapidly
changing and very complex modern financial environment, in which financial products and
services are getting more complex and more risky.
The FINLIT educational program provides knowledge, develops skills, and stimulates practice online and offline. It is based on blended learning, combining face-to face trainings with online
courses and is provided trought public libraries by trained and certified librarians. The program is
available in 5 languages – English, Polish, Bulgarian, Romanian and Slovenian and consist of two
levels - basic and advanced available in two online courses with scenarios for onsite facilitation.
The basic level course consists of 6 modules:
1. Financial planning and personal budget
2. Financial system
3. Credits and loans
4. Insurances
5. Consumer protection and security
6. Central bank – only in Polish and Romanian

The advanced level course consists of 6 modules:
1. Online banking
2. Online shopping
3. Secure finances on internet
4. Saving and investing
5. Inheritance
6. Earning in retirements

The educational content is rich and presented in a very interesting way, professionally designed
and full of practical examples, interactive exercises, individual or group tasks, video and audio
resources. All modules are localized to the country's financial system and the products and
services offered on the particular financial market.
Here are some examples:

How to take a course?
1. Get registered on FINLIT platform – follow the steps in the user guide
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1f6x0DxBz-1WVpMPvkl3mrLgYoIhEPast
2. Contact one of the public libraries that is providing FINLIT training and get information
on the upcoming courses – check per country.
3. Determine your level and start a course – we recommend starting with the basic level
and then upgrading your knowledge with the advance modules.

FINLIT courses are free of charge and provided in public libraries by educational and financial
experts and facilitated by certified librarian-trainers.
Upon successful completion of the course, each trainee receives an automatically generated
Certificate with a unique number.
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